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Abstract: 

The aim of this paper is to introduce some new class of functions called J*P-continuous functions by using J*P-

closed sets. The properties of J*P-continuous functions are discussed. Different kinds of continuous functions 

are introduced and characterized. Their interrelating properties are also obtained.  
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Introduction:  
Stone

19
 (1937) defined the notion of regular open sets in his novel paper which related the theory of Boolean 

rings to General Topology.  Mashhour et al
12

 (1982) first studied the notion of pre open sets in topological 

spaces and obtained various properties.  Levine
10

 (1970) initiated the study of generalized closed sets in order to 

extend many of the important properties of closed sets to a larger family. Dunham (1982) has established a 

generalized closure using Levine’s generalized closed sets as Cl*.In 2016, Annalakshmi has introduced 

regular*-open (r*-open sets) using CI*. Later in 2016, Meenakshi P L
14

 has introduced a class of new sets 

namely η*- open sets, a union of r*-open sets, which is placed between δ-open set and open set. Meenakshi P L 

(2021) also introduced J*-closed sets and J**-closed sets. Its properties and characterization were established. 

Later, Malini R
13

 (2022) has introduced J*P-closed sets and their properties are studied. In this paper, J*P-

continuous functions are introduced. 

1.Preliminaries: 

Definition 1.1: Let (L,ρ) be a topological space. If D is a non-empty subset of (L,ρ) then the intersection of all 

closed sets containing D is called closure of D and is denoted by Cl(D).The union of all open sets contained in 

D is called interior of D and is denoted by int(D). 

Definition 1.2:Let (L,ρ) be a topological space. A subset D of space (L,ρ) is called 

● regular closed set (Stone, 1937)
19

 if D=Cl(int(D)) 

● semi-closed set (Levine, 1963)
10

 if int(Cl(D)) ⊆D 

● pre-closed set (Mashhour et al., 1982)
12

 if Cl(int(D)) ⊆D 

The complements of the abovementioned sets are called regular open, semi-open, and pre-open sets 

respectively. 

The intersection of all regular closed (resp. semi-closed and pre-closed) subsets of (L,ρ) containing D is called 

the regular closure (resp. pre-closure and semi -closure) of D and is denoted by rCl(D) (resp. sCl(D),αCl(D), 

πCl(D), pCl(D) and spCl(D)). 

Definition 1.3: The δ-interior (Velicko, 1968) of a subset D of L is the union of all regular open sets of L 

contained in D and is denoted by intδ(D). The subset D is called δ-open if D= intδ(D), i.e., a set is δ-open if it is 

the union of regular open sets, the complement of δ-open is called δ-closed. 

Alternatively, a set D ⊆Y is δ-closed if D = δCl(D), where δCl(D) is the intersection of all regular closed sets of 

(L,ρ) containing D. 

Definition 1.4: A subset D of a topological space (L,ρ) is called generalized Closed (briefly g-closed) (Levine, 

1970) if Cl(D) ⊆M whenever D ⊆M and M is open in (L,ρ). The complement of g-closed is a g-open set. 

Definition 1.5: [Pious Annalakshmi, 2016]: Let (L,ρ) be a topological space. A subset D of (L,ρ) is called 

regular*-open (or r*-open) if D=int(Cl*(D)). The complement of regular*-open set is called regular*-closed 

set. The union of all regular*-open sets of L contained in D is called regular*-interior and is denoted by 

r*int(D).The intersection of all regular*-closed sets of L containing D is called regular*-closure is denoted by 

r*Cl(D). 

Definition 1.6:[Meenakshi PL, 2019]: A subset D of a topological space (L,ρ) iscalled η*-open set if it is a 

union of regular*-open sets (r*-open sets). The complement of a η*-open set is called a η*-closed set. A subset 

D of a topological space (L,ρ) is called η*-Interior of D is the union of all η*-open sets of L contained in D. 

We denote the symbol by η*-Int(D). The intersection of all η*-closed sets of L containing D is called η*-

closure and denoted by η*-Cl(D). 

Definition 1.7: A subset D of a topological space (L,ρ) is called 

1. generalized semi-closed (briefly gs-closed) (Arya et al., 1990) ifsCl(D) ⊆M whenever D ⊆M and M is 

open in (L,ρ). 

2. regular generalized closed (briefly rg-closed) (Palaniappan, et.al.,1993) if Cl(D) ⊆M whenever D 

⊆M and M is regular open in (L,ρ). 

3. regular weakly generalized closed (briefly rwg-closed) (Nagaveni,1999) if Cl(int(D)) ⊆M whenever 

D ⊆M and M is regular open in (L,ρ). 

4. π-generalized closed (briefly πg-closed) (Dontchev et.al.,2000)if Cl(D) ⊆M whenever D ⊆M and M is 

π-open in (L,ρ). 
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5. generalized δ-closed (briefly gδ-closed) (Dontchev, 2000) ifsCl(D) ⊆M whenever D ⊆M and M is δ-

open in (L,ρ). 

6. π-generalized semi-closed (briefly πgs-closed) (Aslim et.al.,2006)if sCl(D) ⊆M whenever D ⊆M and 

M is π-open in (L,ρ). 

7. π-generalized pre-closed (briefly πgp-closed) (Park, 2006)if pCl(D) ⊆M whenever D ⊆M and M is π-

open in (L,ρ). 

8. π-generalized α-closed (briefly πgα-closed) (Janaki, 2009)if αCl(D) ⊆M whenever D ⊆M and M is π-

open in (L,ρ). 

9. J*-closed [Meenakshi PL,2021] if η*Cl(D) ⊆M whenever D ⊆M and M is η*-open in (L,ρ). 

Remark 1.8:A topological space (L,ρ) is said to be a 

1. Tδ-space (Dontchev, 2000) if every gδ-closed subset of (L,ρ) is δ-closed in (L,ρ). 

2. J*PTδ-space (Malini R,2022) when each J*P- closed set is δ-closed in (L,ρ). 

3.  gTJ*P-space (Malini R,2022) when each g- closed set is J*P -closed in (L,ρ). 

4. αgTJ*P-space (Malini R,2022) when each αg- closed set is J*P -closed in (L,ρ). 

5. gδTJ*P-space (Malini R,2022) when each gδ - closed set is J*P -closed in (L,ρ). 

6. gsTJ*P-space (Malini R,2022) when each gs- closed set is J*P -closed in (L,ρ). 

Remark 1.9: 

i. π-closed(open)→ regularclosed(open)→ δ-closed(open)→ η*-closed(open) → closed(open)→ semi-

closed(open)→ semi preclosed(open). 

ii. π-closed(open)→ regular closed(open)→ δ-closed(open)→ η*-closed(open)→ closed(open)→ 

closed(open)→ α-closed(open). 

iii. π-closed(open)→ regular closed(open)→ δ-closed(open)→ η*-closed(open)→ closed(open)→ g-

closed(open). 

iv. π-closed(open)→ regular closed(open)→ δ-closed(open)→ η*-closed(open)→ closed(open)→ pre-

closed(open). 

Definition 1.10: A subset D is said to be J*P-closed if η*Cl(D)⊆M, whenever D⊆M and M is pre-open in (L,ρ). 

Result 1.11: For a subset D of (L,ρ) 

1.Cl(Y - D)= Y- int (D) 

2.int(Y -D) =Y- Cl(D) 

Definition 1.12: A function f:(𝐿, 𝜌) →  𝑇, 𝜍 is said to be  

● 𝑠trongly continuous (Levine,1960) if the inverse image of every subset of (T,𝜍) is clopen in (L,ρ). 

● Continuous (Levine,1970) if the inverse image of every closed set of (T,𝜍) is closed in (L,ρ). 

● 𝛿-continuous (Noiri,1980) if for every 𝛿-closed set Vof  (T,𝜍), f
-1

(V)  is a  𝛿-closed set of (L,ρ). 

● totally continuous (Jain,1980) if the inverse image of every open set of (T,𝜍) is clopen in(L,ρ). 

● Super continuous (Munshi,1982) if for every closed set Vof  (T, 𝜍), f
-1

(V) is a 𝛿-closed set of (L,ρ). 

● g-continuous (Balachandran et al.,)if for every closed set V in (T,𝜍), f
-1

(V) is a g-closed set in (L,ρ). 

● 𝑟g-continuous (Palaniappan,et.al.,)if f
-1

(V) is a 𝑟g-closed set in (L,ρ) for every closed set V in (T, 𝜍). 

● gs-continuous (Devi et.al., 1993) if f
-1

(V) is a   gs-closed set in (L,ρ) for every closed set V in (T, 𝜍). 

● Contra continuous (Dontchev,1996) if the inverse image of every closed set of (T,𝜍) is an open set in 

(L,ρ). 

● 𝛿g-continuous (Dontchev,1996) if f
-1

(V) is a  𝛿g-closed set in (L,ρ) for every closed set V in (T, 𝜍). 

● gpr-continuous (Gnanambal,1997) if f
-1

(V) is a  gpr-closed set in (L,ρ) for every closed set V in 

(T, 𝜍). 

● rwg-continuous (Nagaveni , 1999) if f
-1

(V) is a  rwg-closed set in (L,ρ) for every closed set V in 

(T, 𝜍). 

● g𝛿-continuous (Dontchev,2000) if f
-1

(V)is a g𝛿-closed set in (L,ρ) for every closed set V in (T, 𝜍). 

● 𝜋gp-continuous (Park,2004) if f
-1

(V) is a  𝜋gp-closed set in (L,ρ) for every closed set V in (T, 𝜍). 

● 𝜋gs-continuous (Aslim,2006) if f
-1

(V) is a  𝜋gs-closed set in (L,ρ) for every closed set V in (T, 𝜍). 

● 𝜋g𝛼-continuous (Park,2004) if f
-1

(V) is a  𝜋g𝛼-closed set in (L,ρ) for every closed set V in (T, 𝜍). 

● 𝜋g-continuous (Ekici et.al.,2007) if f
-1

(V) is a  𝜋g-closed set in (L,ρ) for every closed set V in (T, 𝜍). 

● 𝜋gsp-continuous (Park,2004) if f
-1

(V) is a  𝜋gsp-closed set in (L,ρ) for every closed set V in (T, 𝜍). 

● gspr-continuous (Devi et.al., 1993) if f
-1

(V) is a gspr-closed set in (L,ρ) for every closed set V in 

(T, 𝜍). 

● g*s-continuous (Pushpalatha et.al.,) if f
-1

(V) is a   g*s-closed set in (L,ρ) for every closed set V in 

(T, 𝜍). 

● 𝛿g*-continuous (Pushpalatha et.al.,) if f
-1

(V) is a  𝛿g*-closed set in (L,ρ) for every closed set V in 

(T, 𝜍). 

2.J*P-Continuous Functions in Topological Spaces 

2.2 J*P-Continuous Functions 

The J*P-Continuous Functions in the topological spaces are introduced and investigated here. 
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Definition 2.2.1 

A function f:(𝐿, 𝜌) →  𝑇, 𝜍  is said to be J*P-continuous if the inverse image of every closed set in (T,𝜍) is J*P-

closed in (𝐿, 𝜌) 

Example 2.2.2 

Consider f:(𝐿, 𝜌) →  𝑇, 𝜍  be the into function defined by f(a)=a, f(b)=b and f(c)=a. Let L=T={a,b,c} with 

𝜌 =  𝐿, ∅,  𝑎 ,  𝑏 ,  𝑎, 𝑏 ,  𝑎, 𝑐   , 𝜍 =  𝑇, ∅,  𝑎 ,  𝑎, 𝑏   𝑎𝑛𝑑 σ
c=  𝑇, ∅,  𝑐 ,  𝑏, 𝑐  . Then f is J*P-continuous 

function as J*PC(𝐿, 𝜌)={L,∅,  𝑏 ,  𝑐 ,  𝑏, 𝑐 , {𝑎, 𝑐}}. 

Proposition 2.2.3 

A J*P-continuous function f:(𝐿, 𝜌) →  𝑇, 𝜍  is a J-continuous function but not conversely. 

Proof: 

Given f: 𝐿, 𝜌 →  𝑇, 𝜍  is a J*P-continuous function. Let V be any closed set in (T,𝜍). Since f is J*P-continuous 

function, f
-1

(V) is J*P-closed in (𝐿, 𝜌). Hence by proposition:2.2.5(Malini R [13]), f
-1

(V) is J-closed in (𝐿, 𝜌). 

Hence f is J-continuous. 

Counter Example 2.2.4 

Let f:(𝐿, 𝜌) →  𝑇, 𝜍  be the bijective function defined by f(a)=a, f(b)=c and f(c)=b. consider L=T={a,b,c} with 

𝜌 =  𝐿, ∅,  𝑎 ,  𝑎, 𝑏 ,  𝑎, 𝑐   and 𝜍 =  𝑇, ∅,  𝑎 ,  𝑏, 𝑐  . Here we have J*PC 𝐿, 𝜌 ={L,∅,{b,c}} and 𝜍c
={T, ∅, 

{a},{b,c}}. Then f is J-continuous as JC(𝐿, 𝜌)=P(L) but not J*P-continuous function. Because for the closed set 

{a} in  𝑇, 𝜍 , the inverse image is not J*P-closed in (𝐿, 𝜌).  

Proposition 2.2.5 

A J*P-continuous function f:(𝐿, 𝜌) →  𝑇, 𝜍  is a g-continuous function but not conversely. 

Proof: 

Given f: 𝐿, 𝜌 →  𝑇, 𝜍  is a J*P-continuous function. Let V be any closed set in (T,𝜍). Since f is J*P-continuous 

function, f
-1

(V) is J*P-closed in (𝐿, 𝜌). Hence by proposition:2.2.13 (Malini R [13]), f
-1

(V) is g-closed in (𝐿, 𝜌). 

Hence f is g-continuous. 

Counter Example 2.2.6 

Let f:(𝐿, 𝜌) →  𝑇, 𝜍  be the bijective function defined by f(a)=c, f(b)=b and f(c)=a. consider L=T={a,b,c} with 

𝜌 =  𝐿, ∅,  𝑎 ,  𝑏, 𝑐   and 𝜍 =  𝑇, ∅,  𝑎 ,  𝑏 ,  𝑎, 𝑏 , {𝑎, 𝑐} . Here we have J*PC 𝐿, 𝜌 ={L,∅,{a},{b,c}} and 

𝜍c
={T, ∅, {b}, {c},{a,c},{b,c}}. Then f is g-continuous as gC(𝐿, 𝜌)=P(L) but not J*P-continuous function. 

Because for the closed set {b} in  𝑇, 𝜍 , the inverse image is not J*P-closed in (𝐿, 𝜌).  

Proposition 2.2.7 

A J*P-continuous function f:(𝐿, 𝜌) →  𝑇, 𝜍  is a gs-continuous function but not conversely. 

Proof: 

Given f: 𝐿, 𝜌 →  𝑇, 𝜍  is a J*P-continuous function. Let V be any closed set in (T,𝜍). Since f is J*P-continuous 

function, f
-1

(V) is J*P-closed in (𝐿, 𝜌). Hence by proposition:2.2.19 (Malini R [13]), f
-1

(V) is gs-closed in (𝐿, 𝜌). 

Hence f is gs-continuous. 

Counter Example 2.2.8 

Let f:(𝐿, 𝜌) →  𝑇, 𝜍  be the into function defined by f(a)=a, f(b)=c and f(c)=c. consider L=T={a,b,c} with 

𝜌 =  𝐿, ∅,  𝑎 ,  𝑏 , {𝑎, 𝑏}  and 𝜍 =  𝑇, ∅,  𝑎 , {𝑏, 𝑐} . Here we have J*PC 𝐿, 𝜌 ={L,∅,{c},{b,c},{a,c}} and 

𝜍c
={T, ∅, {a},{b,c}}. Then f is gs-continuous as gsC(𝐿, 𝜌)={L,∅,{a},{b},{c},{a,c},{b,c}} but not J*P-

continuous function. Because for the closed set {a} in  𝑇, 𝜍 , the inverse image is not J*P-closed in (𝐿, 𝜌).  

Proposition 2.2.9 

A J*P-continuous function f:(𝐿, 𝜌) →  𝑇, 𝜍  is a rg-continuous function but not conversely. 

Proof: 

Given f: 𝐿, 𝜌 →  𝑇, 𝜍  is a J*P-continuous function. Let V be any closed set in (T,𝜍). Since f is J*P-continuous 

function, f
-1

(V) is J*P-closed in (𝐿, 𝜌). Hence by proposition:2.2.21 (Malini R [13]), f
-1

(V) is rg-closed in (𝐿, 𝜌). 

Hence f is rg-continuous. 

Counter Example 2.2.10 

Let f:(𝐿, 𝜌) →  𝑇, 𝜍  be the identity function defined by f(a)=a, f(b)=b and f(c)=c. consider L=T={a,b,c} with 

𝜌 =  𝐿, ∅,  𝑎   and 𝜍 =  𝑇, ∅,  𝑎 , {𝑏, 𝑐} . Here we have J*PC 𝐿, 𝜌 ={L,∅,{b,c}} and 𝜍c
={T, ∅, {a},{b,c}}. 

Then f is rg-continuous as rgC(𝐿, 𝜌)=P(L) but not J*P-continuous function. Because for the closed set {a} in 

 𝑇, 𝜍 , the inverse image is not J*P-closed in (𝐿, 𝜌).  

Proposition 2.2.11 

A J*P-continuous function f:(𝐿, 𝜌) →  𝑇, 𝜍  is a gpr-continuous function but not conversely. 

Proof: 

Given f: 𝐿, 𝜌 →  𝑇, 𝜍  is a J*P-continuous function. Let V be any closed set in (T,𝜍). Since f is J*P-continuous 

function, f
-1

(V) is J*P-closed in (𝐿, 𝜌). Hence by proposition:2.2.25 (Malini R [13]), f
-1

(V) is gpr-closed in 

(𝐿, 𝜌). Hence f is gpr-continuous. 

Counter Example 2.2.12 
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Let f:(𝐿, 𝜌) →  𝑇, 𝜍  be the into function defined by f(a)=a, f(b)=b and f(c)=b. consider L=T={a,b,c} with 

𝜌 =  𝐿, ∅,  𝑎 ,  𝑎, 𝑏   and 𝜍 =  𝑇, ∅,  𝑎 ,  𝑏 ,  𝑎, 𝑏 , {𝑎, 𝑐} . Here we have J*PC 𝐿, 𝜌 ={L,∅,{b,c}} and 𝜍c
={T, 

∅, {b}, {c},{a,c}, {b,c}}. Then f is gpr-continuous as gprC(𝐿, 𝜌)=P(L) but not J*P-continuous function. 

Because for the closed set {a,c} in  𝑇, 𝜍 , f
-1

({a,c})={a} is not J*P-closed in (𝐿, 𝜌).  

Proposition 2.2.13 

A J*P-continuous function f:(𝐿, 𝜌) →  𝑇, 𝜍  is a πg-continuous function but not conversely. 

Proof: 

Given f: 𝐿, 𝜌 →  𝑇, 𝜍  is a J*P-continuous function. Let V be any closed set in (T,𝜍). Since f is J*P-continuous 

function, f
-1

(V) is J*P-closed in (𝐿, 𝜌).Hence by proposition:2.2.29 (Malini R [13]), f
-1

(V) is πg-closed in (𝐿, 𝜌). 

Hence f is πg-continuous. 

Counter Example 2.2.14 

Let f:(𝐿, 𝜌) →  𝑇, 𝜍  be the identity function. consider L=T={a,b,c} with 𝜌 =  𝐿, ∅,  𝑎   and 

𝜍 =  𝑇, ∅,  𝑎 ,  𝑏 ,  𝑎, 𝑏  . Here we have J*PC 𝐿, 𝜌 ={L,∅,{b,c}} and 𝜍c
={T, ∅, {c},{a,c},{b,c}}. Then f is πg-

continuous as πgC(𝐿, 𝜌)=P(L) but not J*P-continuous function. Because for the closed sets {c} and {a,c} in 
 𝑇, 𝜍 , the inverse images are not J*P-closed in (𝐿, 𝜌).  

Theorem 2.2.15 

A J*P-continuous function f:(𝐿, 𝜌) →  𝑇, 𝜍  is a 

i. rwg-continuous function  

ii. πgp-continuous function 

iii. πgs-continuous function 

iv. πga-continuous function 

v. gspr-continuous function 

vi. πgsp-continuous function. 

The proof is obvious. 

Remark 2.2.16 

The converse of the above theorem is not true.  

Counter Example 2.2.17 

Consider the Counter Example 2.2.14, we have rwgC 𝐿, 𝜌 = πgpC(𝐿, 𝜌)= πgsC(𝐿, 𝜌)= πgaC(𝐿, 𝜌)= 

gsprC(𝐿, 𝜌)= πgspC(𝐿, 𝜌)=P(L). Then f is rwg-continuous function, πgp-continuous function, πgs-continuous 

function, πga-continuous function, gspr-continuous function and πgsp-continuous function but not J*P-

continuous function respectively. Because for the closed sets {c} and {a,c} in  𝑇, 𝜍 , the inverse images are not 

J*P-closed in (𝐿, 𝜌).  

Theorem 2.2.18 

A function f:(𝐿, 𝜌) →  𝑇, 𝜍  is J*P-continuous if and only if the inverse image of every open set in  𝑇, 𝜍  is 

J*P-open in (𝐿, 𝜌).  

Proof: 

Necessity: 

Let f:(𝐿, 𝜌) →  𝑇, 𝜍   be the J*P-continuous function and V be a open set in  𝑇, 𝜍 . Then T-V is closed set in 

(T,𝜍). Since f is J*P-continuous, f
-1

(T-V) =T-f
-1

(V) is a J*P-closed in (𝐿, 𝜌). Hence f
-1

(V) is J*P-open in (𝐿, 𝜌). 

Sufficiency: 

Assume that f
-1

(U) is J*P-open in (𝐿, 𝜌) for the each open set U in  𝑇, 𝜍 . Let U be the closed set in (T,𝜍). Then 

T-U is the open set in  𝑇, 𝜍 . By our assumption, f
-1

(T-U) =T-f
-1

(U) is J*P-open in (𝐿, 𝜌) which implies that f
-

1
(U) is J*P-closed in (𝐿, 𝜌). Hence f is J*P-continuous.  

Proposition 2.2.19 

A super continuous function f:(𝐿, 𝜌) →  𝑇, 𝜍  is a J*P-continuous function but not conversely. 

Proof: 

Given f:(𝐿, 𝜌) →  𝑇, 𝜍  is a super continuous function. Let V be any closed set in  𝑇, 𝜍 . Since f is super 

continuous function, f
-1

(V) is 𝛿-closed in  𝐿, 𝜌 . Hence by proposition:2.2.11 (Malini R [13]), f
-1

(V) is J*P-

closed in (𝐿, 𝜌). Hence f is J*P-continuous. 

Remark 2.2.20 

The converse of the above proposition is not true. Hence it can be seen from the following Counter Example.  

Counter Example 2.2.21 

Let f:(𝐿, 𝜌) →  𝑇, 𝜍  be the into function defined by f(a)=a, f(b)=b and f(c)=b. consider L=T={a,b,c} with 

𝜌={L,∅ ,{a},{a,b}} and 𝜍 =  𝑇, ∅ ,  𝑎   . We have 𝜍c
={T, ∅ ,{b,c}} and 𝛿C(𝐿, 𝜌)={L,∅ }. Then f is J*P-

continuous function as J*PC(𝐿, 𝜌)={L,∅ ,{b,c}} but not super continuous function. Because for the closed set 

{b,c} in  𝑇, 𝜍 , the inverse image is not a 𝛿-closed in  𝐿, 𝜌 .   

Remark 2.2.22 

From the above discussion, we have the following diagram: 
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Proposition 2.2.23 

If f:(𝐿, 𝜌) →  𝑇, 𝜍  is a g𝛿-continuous function and  𝐿, 𝜌  is a gδTJ*P-space. Then 

f is J*P-continuous.  

Proof: 

Given f:(𝐿, 𝜌) →  𝑇, 𝜍  is a gδ-continuous function. Let V be any closed set in  𝑇, 𝜍 . Since f is gδ-continuous 

function, f
-1

(V) is gδ-closed in  𝐿, 𝜌  and  𝐿, 𝜌  is a gδTJ*P-space. Therefore f
-1

(V) is J*P-closed in (𝐿, 𝜌). Hence 

f is J*P-continuous. 

Result 2.2.24 

i. If f:(𝐿, 𝜌) →  𝑇, 𝜍  is a gs-continuous function and  𝐿 , 𝜌   is a gsTJ*P-space. Then f is J*P-continuous.  

ii. If f:(𝐿 , 𝜌 ) →  𝑇 , 𝜍   is a αg-continuous function and  𝐿 , 𝜌   is a αgTJ*P-space. Then f is J*P-

continuous.  

iii. If f:(𝐿 , 𝜌 ) →  𝑇 , 𝜍   is a g-continuous function and  𝐿 , 𝜌   is a gTJ*P-space. Then f is J*P-continuous.  

Proof: 

The proof is same as the proposition 2.2.23. 

Proposition 2.2.25 

If f:(𝐿 , 𝜌 ) →  𝑇 , 𝜍   is a J*P-continuous function and  𝐿 , 𝜌   is a J*PTδ-space. Then 

f is super continuous.  

Proof: 

Given f:(𝐿 , 𝜌 ) →  𝑇 , 𝜍   is a J*P-continuous function. Let V be any closed set in  𝑇 , 𝜍  . Since f is J*P-

continuous function, f
-1

(V) is J*P-closed in  𝐿 , 𝜌   and  𝐿 , 𝜌   is a J*PTδ-space. Therefore f
-1

(V) is δ-closed in 

(𝐿 , 𝜌 ). Hence f is super continuous. 

Theorem 2.2.26 

For every subset D of (𝐿 , 𝜌 ), f(J*Pcl(D))⊆cl(f(D)) if f:(𝐿 , 𝜌 ) →  𝑇 , 𝜍   is a J*P-continuous function. 

Proof: 

Given f:(𝐿 , 𝜌 ) →  𝑇 , 𝜍   is a J*P-continuous function and D is any subset of  𝐿 , 𝜌  . Then cl(f(D)) is a closed 

set in  𝑇 , 𝜍  . Since f is J*P-continuous function, we get f
-1

(cl(f(D))) is a J*P-closed set in (𝐿 , 𝜌 ) ----------(A). 

we know f(D)⊆cl(f(D)) which implies that D⊆f
-1

(cl(f(D))). From (A), we get f
-1

(cl(f(D))) is a J*P-closed set 

containing D. By the definition “The J*P-closure of D of a topological space (𝐿 , 𝜌 ) is defined as: 

J*Pcl(D)=∩{F⊆Y:D⊆F and F∈J*PC(𝑌 , 𝜌 )}”, we have J*Pcl(D)⊆f
-1

(cl(f(D))) which implies that 

f(J*Pcl(D))⊆cl(f(D)). Hence proved. 
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